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On the possibility of interrupting the 
coronavirus (COVID-19) epidemic based  
on the best available scientific evidence
Sobre a possibilidade de interrupção da epidemia pelo coronavírus  
(COVID-19) com base nas melhores evidências científicas disponíveis
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Today, 03/06/2020, we have an accumulated total of  100,625 cases and 3,411 deaths 
from the COVID-19 coronavirus in the world1. The case-fatality rate for this virus, esti-
mated by the World Health Organization (WHO), is 3.4%2, being highest in China and 
lowest in the rest of  the world. The percentage of  asymptomatic patients seems to be 
very low (about 1%)2,3 and most asymptomatic patients develop symptoms in about 2 
days2, according to data from the WHO-China joint mission on Coronavirus Disease4. 
Thus, asymptomatic patients do not appear to be important in the transmission of  the 
disease4. The case-fatality rate by COVID-19 was estimated to be around 0.5 to 4%. 
This case-fatality rate is similar to that of  Spanish influenza (2 to 3%)5 and much higher 
than that of  influenza A H1N1 (0.02%)6 or seasonal influenza (0.1%)7. However, 80.9% 
of  the cases of  the disease are mild3.

Evidence is piling up and there is still a chance to stop this epidemic. We can-
not think that this virus will install itself  among us and be just another agent respon-
sible for the flu, because it has very high rates of  transmission and its case-fatality is 
not low. China has managed to greatly reduce transmission mostly with three 
effective measures4:

• Protect health professionals with personal protective equipment;
• Identify symptomatic patients, perform tests, give results quickly and isolate them;
• Identify close contacts and quarantine them.
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The epidemic is spreading around the world partially due to the delay in testing the 
suspects, in giving the results and in isolating them, and also due to the failure to protect 
health professionals, which is also generating dissemination of  the virus from health ser-
vices. In addition, many close contacts do not seek health services, as they develop mild 
illness, which makes it difficult to identify cases and control the epidemic. China is man-
aging to block the epidemic probably because it is identifying and isolating at least 80% 
of  the close contacts4,8.

In summary: there is a chance to stop this epidemic, as asymptomatic cases do not 
appear to significantly feed transmission4. These are absolute priorities: protecting health 
professionals, testing and quarantining at least 80% of  the close contacts. It is necessary 
to act quickly because, associating the case-fatality rate with the speed of  virus trans-
mission, the number of  cases has been doubling in size every 5 days. South Korea is also 
taking these steps and has already managed to quickly stabilize the epidemic in the past 
days. We need to act fast!

This means expending substantial resources and significant efforts focusing on these three pri-
orities. China, for example, deployed 1,800 epidemiologists to track contacts in Hubei prov-
ince and sent 40,000 health professionals from other locations to deal with cases in Wuhan4.

Therefore, we need to designate prepared health units with protected health pro-
fessionals to take care of  the cases, provide staff  to perform nasal and oropharyngeal 
swab and implant a laboratory structure that can give the results quickly so that the 
isolation of  the positives is provided without delay. This isolation can be at home or 
in prepared health units if  the case requires hospitalization, which according to data 
from China will be needed in around 20% of  cases7, with 5% requiring ICU and 2.3% 
mechanical ventilation9.

WHO words: we need to fully educate the general public about the seriousness of  COVID-19 
and its role in preventing its spread10. Unfortunately, this disease is not, as we would like it 
to be, a banal disease. Just as there is no reason to panic, we need to act urgently, other-
wise we will have a profound economic recession and life loss. The idea that we had, a 
week ago, that the case-fatality rate by COVID-19 could be lower because of  undetected 
symptomatic patients, and may even be similar to the common flu7, may not be true 
based on current evidence4.

The epidemic continues at a rapid pace. Today, we have 9 cases reported in Brazil, 
among them two cases of  local transmission, but we still do not have sustained transmis-
sion at community level11. However, science has also progressed rapidly. We may be able to 
stop this disease if  we allocate massive resources directed to the three priorities mentioned 
above based on the best evidence available at the moment, which are recommended by the 
World Health Organization4. The outcome of  the epidemic is uncertain and how serious 
it will be among us will depend on our response. Brazil has the capacity to overcome this 
challenge, as SUS is one of  the largest public health systems in the world, but intense social 
mobilization is needed.
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